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Unlock the Premium Faeria experience. This package provides a mixture of accelerated progress and exclusive items. Maximize
your time spent in Faeria with DOUBLE XP, more deck slots, special cosmetics and more!

XP in Faeria is your main source of card collection. No buying card packs here - win it all by playing the game.

Looking to get the most out of Faeria? This content is for you.

This content includes the following:
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Doubled XP - from everything!

Earn Battle Chests and Shards at twice the normal rate.

10 ADDITIONAL Deck Slots

Premium card back

Golden Faeria logo

5 Mythic Chests full of cosmetics

4000 Gems

This is a one-time purchase and will be applied FOREVER to your Faeria account.

The Golden Faeria Logo is visible at all times on the main screen of the interface.
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Title: Faeria - Premium Edition DLC
Genre: Indie, Massively Multiplayer, Strategy
Developer:
Abrakam SA
Publisher:
Abrakam SA
Release Date: 18 Jul, 2018

 a09c17d780 

English,French,German,Portuguese,Russian,Italian,Japanese,Korean,Traditional Chinese,Simplified Chinese
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Very fun game, especially with a few friends!. Pudding and Pudding~. This is one of if not the greatest "runner games" of all
time.
Its lots of fun and you can get yourself sucked into it really easy.

The price is more than fair and it comes with cards and achievements too!

The update this version received made it all the more better
Great graphics, great soundtrack and a game that is a
must for those looking for a fun challenge!!. Hmmm....I dont think i like it. The puzzles dont interact with the music like they
did in Chime.
Seems like the subtle sound effects that do happen are generic and global. At least it sounded like it to me.

Also, the music itself is not very compeling. I do not see what is so great about this version. I kind of think im getting mad about
it sucking LOL...Its like Chimes little brother and his stupid friends tried to follow but didnt get what it was all about, thus
degrading the whole genre.

I'll catch\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665im sure cause someones friend has a song on here and they are for real and
who am I to say anything. Fine, I just have different roots.

If the game was only 9.99 I'd be fine with the amateur music.

The puzzles piece sets are too large..making puzzles seem even more generic and unfocused.

The background visuals are nice but not enough to carry the games price tag.

Not worth 15, music does not sooth nor enduce theta state. It really misses the mark...disappointed.
. Amazing 2D platformer designed to become increasingly difficult as you progress through the game. The cute graffics and
great background music just adds to the experience. 9\/10 gameplay. Very addictive. Worth your money

If you want to find out more about this game, go and have a look at my 3 minute review:
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=BeciEzFwqgQ
. PROS - This game is a new and refreshing experience, albeit a terrifying one at times. First VR where you get to BE a dark
wizard type, referencing your tome of spells and casting against evil dead things. Beware the wraith screams, will make blood
curdle.

CONS - A little glitchy at times, but easy to get used to. Mechanics take practice, but maybe that’s a PRO!. Worth the price for
the Maserati 250Fs alone- Perfect for playing out Fangio throttle steering fantasies at Monza.

Italians make the greatest cars, and greatest car simulations evidently!
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It's like a big game of arhturian chess with some Choose Your Own Adventure short stories thrown in there too. If that sounds
like a good time to you then you'll love this just as much as I do. FOR CAMALOT!. Fun little game, worth buying if on discout
or as part of bundle. There's bonus chapter at the end of main game.. It's a short "Be a goalie" experience that's actually really
fun. Sure, physics ain't 100% and there's (at the time of writing) no pads, so the low shots can feel ackward. Lots of content?
No, but really fun none the less.

I'd gladly pay for a version with a more fine tuned experience and a bit more content, but for a free price there's no reason not
to recommend it. You want to try to be a goalie and save some shots? Awesome, then download this and enjoy!. DLC contains
more Kanako screentime. The best DLC ever! I really enjoy these maps, especially my favorit (last one)! Five stars!. Not much
to say but horrible voice acting and revolting gameplay mechanics and visuals not to mention the end offers no actual decisive
conclusion. My guess would be that everyone turned into zombies and started eating each other and that was the screaming and
chokeing noises heard at the end when you exit the power plant. do not I repeat do not get this game you will regret it. what a
waste of money I should of bought a donut.. Game Tengoku had quite a strange release when compared to most shmups on
Steam. According to the store page it was originally released on November 29, 2017. It released in Japanese with the promise of
an English localization soon to come in early 2018. It didn\u2019t come, in fact not only did it not come they released paid DLC
instead. The full release and localization finally came out approximately a full year after the games initial release. I finally caved
and bought the game in October 2018 thinking the English version would never come only to have it be released shortly
afterwards. As a result, my experiences are primarily with the pre-English version.

The game features two main modes. Arcade+ which is an arcade mode with online leaderboards where one can also play as
DLC characters if they\u2019ve been purchased. Aside from the main arcade mode itself, there are also two time attack stages.
Classic mode is a port of the original Sega Saturn game complete with English localization. It has an arcade mode, a special
story arrange mode, and time attack modes. As of writing this I\u2019ve only played the story mode once, but I thought it was
pretty cool. I\u2019m glad they took the time to translate what I would consider to be a fairly obscure game.

There are quite a few characters and most if not all of them come from old Jaleco games. Personally the only games I knew of
were Plus Alpha and City Connection. Game Tengoku CruisinMix Special does contain some information about Jaleco\u2019s
other games, but I really would like to play them. It would have been nice if they were a DLC or had a standalone collection.
The main differences between the characters are the shot type, charge shot, and bomb.

I found it fairly easy to get a 1-ALL of Arcade Mode + with minimal practice once I found a character I enjoyed. The game is
generous with bombs, though as far as I know there is only a single extend. The scoring system consists of chaining eggplant
item pickups. It\u2019s simple but satisfying. I didn\u2019t go too far into the second loop but it seemed like the main feature
was suicide bullets. I don\u2019t know whether or not there is a true last boss but I do think it would be a challenge for most
players to get to the end of the second loop to find out.

Overall I\u2019ve had a lot of fun playing Game Tengoku and I\u2019m glad that CITY CONNECTION decided to bring the
game to PC. Only two pieces of criticism come to mind right now: 1.) I had issues with achievements working properly. 2.) The
game does not feature a replay system. While the lack of these features isn\u2019t ideal I still enjoyed the game enough that
I\u2019d definitely recommend this game to shmup fans. It\u2019s a unique game and I can\u2019t think of anything else quite
like it currently available on Steam.. Awesome VR Game, it's hella fun.
. Upon revisiting this game, it's actually pretty cool and deeper than I realized.

Original Review: I found the story to be very confusing and hard to follow. Worse, it seemed to have nothing to do with the
actual puzzles.
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